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  The First Great Conjunction marked the divide between the Age of 

Innocence and the Age of Harmony. It was then that UrSkeks first 

appeared in Thra.    

 Now, in the time when the Truth became the Dark, between the 

Second Great Conjunction and Third, Thra was being swallowed by the 

blight. In the Age of Division the UrSkeks were split apart and the 

scheming Skeksis and the wise mystics, the urRu, appeared.  

  When Harmony had broken, the Skeksis claimed the Crystal Castle 

as their own. The urRu fled in sadness to the Valley of the Stones to 

meditate, and wait. The Skeksis had begun to experiment with the 

Crystal and it darkened, imbued with the malevolence of its evil 

caretakers. First the Skeksis discovered they could create passive, 

loyal slaves by draining the life essence from Podlings. 

  It was when they discovered the superior nature of Gelfling 

essence that the Skeksis passed a threshold marking the beginning of 

their end. 

  This is where our story begins, yet not at all where it began. 

Before the Union of the Seven Gelfling clans and their Rebellion 

against the Skeksis, before the Wall of Destiny and the Garthim War, 

this is the story of the Seven. This is the story of how they came 

together, ventured past the Silver Sea, and followed the path of the 

Twins to the Cave of the Ancient in hopes to uncover the Shape of the 

Sacred. 

 

- Aughra 

 

 

  



Chapter 1 – the Gnarled Stonetree 

  

 

 

 

  The world was indeed darkening. It stretched further past the 

plain of Skarith at a far faster pace than she had hoped; than she had 

feared. Even the wise urRu Ritual Guardian, urZah, had not foreseen the 

extent to which the blight was raking its brittle, dusty fingers across 

their world. It had reached the Gnarled Stonetree.  

  The Gelfling sighed. Maybe urTih had miscalculated. Though she 

couldn’t blame her teacher. It was her responsibility to gather and 

compile knowledge about the putrid darkness consuming Thra. When she’d 

left the Vapra clan’s ancestral city in search of the Valley of the 

Mystics she was called Kin. Her journey traced across the world to the 

east where she was to train with the urRu alchemist, urTih. Spending 

her adolescence under the guidance of her mentor, Kin grew into Kyn’ae, 

the Gelfling Alchemist of clan Vapra.  

  Newly reborn, Kyn’ae assumed something had gone wrong. She did 

not feel any differently than before the naming ritual and the supposed 

completion of her training with the urRu. She still felt like Kin. 

Worse actually. In fact, she felt less confident and less capable the 

more she thought about it.  

  Staring out at the withering black limbs and cancerous knots that 

dotted the skin of the Gnarled Stonetree, Kyn’ae wished that the Vapra 

Elders could’ve chosen another to train with the urRu. Of course, 

Kyn’ae knew that there was no other. The next Vapra Alchemist was 

always the daughter of the last.  

   Her failure ate at her insides. She resentfully cradled the 

knowledge that the Vapra Elders would receive her in silent 

disappointment upon learning her charged task remained incomplete.  

  Mother left only to train, she thought through gritted teeth. 

  The hallow wind whistled as it spit grains of dust across the 

skin left exposed by her alchemists robes; robes she felt unworthy of.  

  Mother had gone away expected only to return as the next Gelfling 

Alchemist of the clan Vapra. Kyn’ae, however, was laden with the added 



trial of revealing the name and meaning of the growing darkness 

leeching out from its seat in the plain of Skarith.  

Ky’nae felt the crippling responsibility that pressed down on her 

for the nameless blight yet remained so. She had begun to wonder if the 

force that stalked her world would always remain so discouragingly 

inarticulate in its purpose, so frustratingly undefined in its 

substance. All this was regardless of her own impassioned efforts and 

those of the Mystics with whom she’d spent so many years. 

  Her thoughts were so loud that she almost didn’t notice there was 

an unfamiliar signpost thrust into the dry ground peeking out of the 

shadow of the Stonetree. It marked the path to the Swamp of Sog to the 

North, the Caves of Obscurity to the South, and Claw Mountain to the 

West, and the Valley of the Mystics pointed back the way she’d come. 

Someone must have erected the markers recently since when Kyn’ae had 

been Kin she had to rely on deciphering the clues embedded in the bark 

of the Gnarled Stonetree, which was the purpose of the ancient tree, to 

reveal her desired path. She stepped closer to the Stonetree and 

touched the twisting, arthritic black bark with her slender white 

fingers. Her fingertips burst with a bright empathic ache that shone a 

dull red. The throbbing glow, while to her was almost too much, only 

revealed the faintest expression of the true pain the blight was 

causing her world. Even so, that subtle and incomplete awareness was 

more than enough to jolt her hand back sharply. She cradled it near her 

racing heart.  

  Kyn’ae said some words of healing that urIm, the Healer, had 

taught her and the red glow shifted from a dull throbbing to a soft 

radiant blue that hummed with a restorative benevolence before fading 

completely, leaving her fingers warm and once again white. Her words 

had also begun to heal a patch of the Stonetree’s bark which glowed a 

prestine grey, the way it had been when she’d first encountered it all 

those years ago. 

  Kyn’ae was mesmerized by the division around the grey spot where 

it met the charcoal black of the blighted bark. Charged with the blue 

energy of urIm’s words of healing, the division looked to her like a 

defensive wall holding back the black blight. The blue barrier crackled 

and sparked and she saw it was trying to expand over the blight, to 

dispel it and restore the Gnarled Stonetree. 



  As the blue barrier expanded outward along the trunk she saw a 

solitary triangle and she remembered.  

  The symbol shot through her guilt and pessimism and exposed the 

faintest glow of hope. But, faint as it was, it was indeed hope. The 

blue barrier expanded further and revealed yet another triangle that 

encapsulated the first, only this one was oriented the inverse of the 

other.  

  “The shape of the sacred,” Kyn’ae whispered to the nothingness in 

the dry air. 

  As the glowing blue barrier continued to stretch out along the 

skin of the Gnarled Stonetree, she counted seven triangles. Each one 

fit inside the other. Each one larger than the one before, and each 

rotating between upright and upside-down, each regressing until the 

last disappeared completely from view.  

  Originally, these markings were left to guide wanderers to 

safety. For Kyn’ae (then Kin) it was meant to lead her to her education 

in the Valley of the Mystics. But fate had imbued the markings with an 

added purpose for Kyn’ae, and her alone. The markings had sparked her 

consuming fascination that remained unnamed until urSu viewed what she 

had simply been calling curiosity. She was in fact searching for the 

knowledge of shape and form. A quest that had only ever been undertaken 

once before and which the Mystics had assumed had ended long long ago. 

Incomplete then and impossible if ever attempted again.  

  When she’d first seen the retreating triangles as Kin, something 

flashed inside her mind in such a profound and visceral way that could 

never be articulated in such a feeble and coarse manner as speech. Not 

even when she recounted her experience with Master urSu through dream 

fasting could she even attempt to pay the revelation the importance it 

commanded.  

  How does one even express in words such a moment?  

  The experience had seemed to encompass years of Kin’s young life, 

staring with unfocused yet tautly alert eyes at the markings yet only 

seconds had passed in truth. 

  UrSu had connected with her frequently during the course of her 

training in hopes of gleaning more insight into her experience with the 

interconnectedness of shape and form. She’d wondered then as Kin, and 

now again as Kyn’ae, the Gelfling Alchemist of clan Vapra, whether the 

increasingly smaller triangles really vanished at all or if they 



continued off in an invisible state  of unendingly smaller and smaller 

shapes.  

  She remembered urTih’s expression when she’d first inquired about 

that possibility. She’d smiled at his straining to remain somber and 

calculating, but his eyes betrayed him. 

  “You speak of the twins and their quest for the shape of the 

sacred,” urTih had said after a prolonged and controlled silence. 

  “The twins?” 

  There was a loud, angry pop that jolted Kyn’ae back further from 

the Gnarled Stontree. Its black bark sizzled and smoldered sending 

acrid plumes of opaque smoke rising up around the edges of the blue 

barrier. It floated up through the rigid black fingers of the 

Stonetree’s branches, escaping into the hoarse screech of the winds 

above its enormous bulk.  

  The blight was pressing back.  

The blue glow sparked violently in opposition to the blights 

counter-offensive as it reasserted its dark possession over the old 

tree. Very quickly the bright markings that had filled her with the 

faint, but encouraging hope she so desperately needed, the triangles 

were once again swallowed by the sinister black bark. 

  She felt the dull red pain again but when she examined her 

fingers they were still the white, slender fingers of a Gelfling woman 

of the Vapra clan. 

  The twins. Kyn’ae stared long at the aged and wind beaten 

signpost jutting out from the ground.  

  It may have been a tired, resentful, and discouraged mind 

grasping out for the delicate, immaterial strands of hope floating just 

beyond her fingers, but regardless of hope’s legitimacy, it was still 

hope and it glowed a bright benevolent blue that charged her with 

optimism and purpose. 

  She smiled and turned to follow the marker that pointed north, 

toward the hope she’d already convinced herself was a tangible and 

knowable thing; a thing that waited silently to be recovered from its 

womb in the Cave of the Ancients beyond the Silver Sea. 

  

 

  



Chapter 2 – skekTek – the Scientist 

 

 

 

 

  The sickly liquid dribbled down the Skeksis’ excited maw. The 

essence in the vial, while still fresh and indeed quite warm, wasn’t 

nearly as potent as one distilled through the Dark Crystal. That, 

however, was not an option for skekTek. It was far too dangerous to 

perform such experiments in the Crystal Castle.  

  For the moment, the whole of Thra believed the Skeksis as they 

presented themselves: benevolent protectors of the Crystal and of the 

seven Gelfling clans. Each largely treated the others with a quiet 

distrust and self-righteous superiority since they all had prophecies 

and traditions that proved theirs was the chosen clan of the Seven.  

  The protectionist Dousan clan entombed themselves inside the 

scorching embrace of the Crystal Sea’s sun bleached expanse. Almost all 

of what went on behind the dune waves that marked the Dousan territory 

was unknown to outsiders; mostly whispered rumors, tinged with racial 

bias and prejudice.  

  The most ferociously adversarial of the seven clans were the 

Spriton warriors and the inventive, but pastoral Woodland Gelflings; 

rivals so far back their hatred was mythically embedded in the ethnic 

tradition of both clans. And so the tension passed from one generation 

to the next, their conflict remained vigorously present in their minds. 

  The dissonance within the clan of Seven distracted the Gelflings 

from ever feeling a need to scrutinize the Skeksis readily accepted 

version of the truth. But even so, skekTek knew that the clan of Seven 

would not always allow their Skeksis protectors to conduct their 

experiments unchallenged. The Emperor knew this also and thus skekTek 

was on yet another scientific expedition to perfect the extraction and 

distillation of Gelfling essences. SkekTek had already compiled several 

tomes on the properties of the essences of Gelflings from four of the 

seven clans. 

  SkekTek had the most experience with the benefits distilled from 

Drenchen clan essences since the Swamp of Sog, the putrid territory of 

the amphibious Gelflings, offered another layer of camouflage to his 



portable lab. He was coming to a point of diminishing returns with 

Drenchen essences.  

  And it tastes like Sog smells, skekTek almost gagged even though 

the current solution, dribbling down his cheek, was that of a Spriton 

and not a Drenchen. Even the thought of Drenchen essence sparked a 

choking memory in the taste buds in his long, slimy tongue. 

  It took awhile, far too long, for skekTek to feel the warm 

rejuvenating properties distilled from the old Gelfling’s energy of 

life to rise up, gurgling through him. SkekTek dropped the empty glass 

vial onto the wet brown sludge at the hem of his dusty robes. He 

scanned his empty hands observing any change no matter how subtle to 

his boney, outstretched claws.  

  Slowly, skekTek’s skin puffed up around the sinew and tendons 

that clutched taut against the warped bones underneath giving them a 

more virile, youthful appearance. He felt only the slightest boost to 

his strength before the effect reversed and he once again felt the 

frailness of his bent frame underneath his aged robes. 

  SkekTek screamed and wailed angrily into the darkness of the 

swamp. He had hoped the essence would provide a longer effect but he 

was working with a portable version of his lab back in the Crystal 

Castle. The Power Shards he had available to him were far less 

efficient than the Dark Crystal itself. It didn’t help that the 

captured Spriton Gelfling whose essence he’d just distilled was of such 

an advanced age. 

  Hopefully his expedition companion, the slave-master, skekNa, 

would bring some more virile specimens when he returned. He was tired 

of choking down the putridly inferior essences of Podlings and elderly 

Gelflings. 

  Maybe they’d have more luck when they pushed further south. They 

might even come across a Gelfling city of the Drenchen clan. Fatter and 

hairier than other Gelfling clans, they were heartier and would provide 

a stronger essence than the sludge he’d been extracting so far.  

  The Emperor skekSo would be wanting an update soon and another 

shipment of essences that suited his refined, Imperial tastes. The 

Emperor specifically mentioned on the outset of their expedition that 

he desired to sup on the extracted life of a Grottan clan Gelfling, but 

none had been seen since before the last Great Conjunction. It was 



believed that the location of the Grottan clan’s Cave of Obscurity was 

no longer known among any living in Thra. Not even the urRu.  

  Yet another impossible Imperial demand to which he would have to 

concede failure. He shook his withered head anxiously.    

  Maybe if I combine the essence with weedtree root and Sog phlem, 

skekTek scratched his beastly craw with the largest of his grotesquely 

curled fingernails. Yes, or maybe I could focus the process through two 

Power Shards. He continued to rake his nail across his beak as the dark 

cogs churned and groaned inside the machinery of his evil mind, 

impatiently waiting for skekNa to return with more specimens. 

 

  



Chapter 3 – The Theft of the Daggar 

 

 

 

 

 The Daggar of Absolom had begun to hum the moment Jax had taken 

it from the pedestal. The glowing was something new though. That had 

only started after he’d left the Spriton clan territory and entered the 

Swamp of Sog. 

  While the rest of the clan was celebrating the addition of his 

older brother, Jek, to the Spriton brotherhood, the order of warriors, 

Jax had snuck away in search of Rel.  

  Jek had never seen war, but then again neither had most of the 

citizens in the Spriton capitol. Only his uncle Rel had ever known what 

war truly was. Yes, the Woodland and Spriton Gelflings despised one 

another, but only Rel had witnessed any violence.  

  Jax couldn’t understand why the Spriton’s would need an army if 

they never fought. And it angered him that when one of their own needed 

them they celebrated instead. Rel had not returned home for almost 

seven blinks of the Rose Sun. At his old age he must be in trouble, or 

lost, or worse. Everyone seemed to shrug it off as unimportant and 

immersed themselves in the decadent celebration that signaled yet 

another Spriton boy had become a man of the brotherhood. 

  No one was even guarding the daggar when he went to take it. At 

first he’d just wanted to address the council of the Dark Woods for 

guidance and reassurance that Rel was not in danger. He had been one of 

the strongest and bravest of the brotherhood, but that was long long 

ago. Instead, Jax arrived to find the chamber still and soundless. At 

least until he removed the daggar, that’s when the hum began. 

  Jax stared at the now daggar as the light it cast off drove 

shadows from the swamp around him. The bark of the weedtrees that lined 

the path pulsed with pale blue light as he passed, journeying deeper 

into Sog. 

  “Rel?” he called out into the blackness beyond the reach of the 

daggar’s light. “Rel, it’s Jax. Are you okay? Do you need help?” 

  Jax was four cycles of the Greater Sun away from becoming part of 

the brotherhood. Well, three and three-quarter cycles as of the last 



pass of the middle moon. Though seeing how disinterested they were in 

Rel’s wellbeing he didn’t think the brotherhood was one to which he’d 

ever wish to belong. It had been almost an entire triad of dark and 

light since he’d left with the humming, and now glowing, daggar. Two of 

which were spent still within Spriton territory. Part of him wished 

that the Order of Warriors would follow after him. That was why he’d 

gone slower than he would have, something he was now regretting. The 

time he’d wasted dragging his feet might have put Rel in more danger. 

He was aware of his slow pace through the Swamp but that was more fear 

than any voluntary action on his part. 

  The Swamp of Sog was the womb of terrifying monsters that he’d 

been warned of again and again.  

  The Daggar of Absolom began to hum louder with an added 

nauseating resonance that made his teeth tingle. The weapon’s pulsing 

blue light shone brighter and lit up more and more of the swamp with 

each buzzing swell. Around him, the night gurgled and spat stinking 

plumes of thick mist. The smell was unlike anything he’d encountered. 

It was so strong it was attacking his thoughts and overpowering his 

senses. His whole body felt heavy like something was filling him, 

adding to himself and maybe even taking him over. It was the smell of 

the swamp. He was sure of it. The light continued to pulse and Jax 

gripped the hilt of the humming blade tighter in his hand. He used his 

other hand to press the fabric of his sleeve tightly against his nose. 

The coughing fit leapt out of nothingness and struck him like a Land 

Strider hoof to his chest. He couldn’t breathe behind his sleeve, but 

the scent of the swamp was viscous and heavy and oppressive. It felt 

like every breath was not a breath but a swallowing of liquid Sog.  

  He tried to think of something, anything to get his mind off of 

the taste of the swamp. He tried breathing only through his nose but 

the liquid air engorged with the stench slithered into his nostrils, 

scraping along the hairs. It burrowed deeper inside him before dropping 

down into the chasm that fell away into the larger expanse just before 

his throat where it rested on the flesh of his tongue.  

  The fortified walls, his tightly pursed lips and gritted teeth, 

defending his tongue and taste buds were all for naught. The sneaky 

liquid scent had circumvented them all the same. 

 The Siege of Ebrie! 



  Even old Rel’s hot, sour breath would have been sweetly fragrant 

aside the swamp. Jax remembered that fled his mouth through the rotted 

bars of green teeth would have been sweetly fragrant when compared to 

this noxious swamp. Rel had cackled on through the incomplete cage of 

teeth about the adventures and terrors from a time now at the mercy of 

his degrading memory. The time of reverence and respect for the heroic 

Blue Knight had long ago given way to dismissive and disdainful 

tolerance. No one believed his stories anymore.  

  No one but Jax.  

  He remembered the story of the Siege of Ebrie. Rel would sit by 

the flames of his hearth and Jax would intently experience Rel’s 

stories from a meditation mat on the floor. [Story of the Siege of 

Ebrie as Jax remembers Rel telling it / relevant to finding alternate 

ways around obstacles!]  

  “I need to get my armour,” Rel was pacing the city streets. “I 

need to get my armour!”  

[Distracted in thought, Jax hears hysterical shouting and then he 

hears the low, guttural groan and his whole body stiffens.] 

 

  



Chapter 4 – The Dark Caravan   

 

 

 

 

  She set up camp inside the protection of a weedtree on the edge 

of the Swamp of Sog. Her survival training with the urRu provided her 

with ways of disguising her hearth when all the moons had set and 

darkness swallowed Thra.  

  Kyn’ae was exploring her mind for encouragement and guidance and 

was floating amongst the disjointed thoughts that jostled loosely 

inside her mind. The urRu had instilled in her that the less she tried 

to control the easier the answers would reveal themselves. She saw a 

large crystal floating in the blackness, tethered to nothing, just 

being. It radiated a haunting pink. She felt a visceral snap of 

disheartening energy and saw the crystal shatter. 

  <<No one knew they were liars>> A voice seemed to say from inside 

her skull. <<Until one Gelfling brave and bold spread truth like 

wildfires>> Her mind erupted in enormous bursts of blinding flame with 

a heat she could feel on her skin. 

  Her eyes shot open and before she could even process what she’d 

experienced, she saw the two Skeksis clomping noisily through the edge 

of the swamp with a contingent of scuttling monstrosities hauling 

something large. She couldn’t make out what it was until they came 

closer. But when she realized what it was she gasped, almost collapsing 

the protection spell that surrounded the safety of the weedtree roots. 

  The monsters trailing behind the Skeksis were pulling a wicker 

cage filled with podlings. 

   

[A loud snort from behind Jax jerked his whole body to attention. He 

felt the burst of hot, pungent breath of the monster at his back. Jax 

saves Brok [photo 2 – Brok (b’rock)] from the monster, R’ton. [Photo 3 

– the monster R’ton] The Lurs’iks, Brok, owes Jax a Life Debt. The 

search for Jax’s uncle winds through the Swamp of Sog and they come 

across some ancient ruins poking out of the Swamp. They meet a hooded 

creature called Atohk who saves them from an ambush of Lurs’iks who are 

following Jax. Brok defends Jax against his own and is banished. Brok 



tells Jax that he knows where the Skeksis camp is. Atohk removes the 

humming resonance but it leaves the once glowing Daggar of Absolom 

inert and powerless.]  

 

  



Chapter 5 – Rel Recovered  

 

 

 

 

  [They find Jax’s Uncle, Rel, who is now a mindless husk, clinging 

to life half submerged in the noxious muck of the Swamp. Brok and Jax 

carry Rel and the four of them try and track the Skeksis through the 

swamp.]  

 

[Jax and Atohk are separated from Brok and Rel by another horde of 

Lurs’ik who have been following the three. Jax and Atohk are ensnared 

by a trap set by the slave-master and are sent to the scientist to be 

distilled.]  

 

[SkekTek, the scientist, now having captured a youthful Spriton and a 

wise, a wise, “what are you?” – skekTek. Pulls off the hood of Atohk’s 

robes. “I am Atohk, mystic of the Grottan clan” *On the journey, Jax 

had been talking in a prejudiced way towards the other 6 Gelfling 

clans. And the “pathetic underdweller Grottans” yet of course, he had 

never even met one before. SkekTek is excited beyond belief to have a 

Grottan for the Emperor.]  

 

[Kyn’ae, who has been following the Dark Caravan comes across Brok and 

the drained Rel, and together they rescue the caged Spriton, Jax, and 

the Grotton, Atohk. Kyn’ae uses her camoulflage to help them escape the 

Swamp of Sog into the mountains where they meet Aughra. Aughra brings 

them to her observatory and tells them that they are “four short of the 

seven. Still missing four. Can begin until you find more. Time is 

running out though, though this time already gone. Less and less, more 

we wait. Hurry hurry. The Dying Sun of Thra will show you the light of 

a healer. Follow it! Follow quickly for it shall be rising soon and if 

you miss it we are all lost.” “Five with wings, two without. Thus make 

up the seven”. “Who are we looking for?” “Find you the other four will. 

Yes. Yes they will. Just follow the Dying Sun. But you must leave now. 

And the Blue Knight and Lurs’ki must remain here with me.” On the way 



out of the swamp they find Gix, a Drenchen summoner, then they find 

Qi’at the Woodland healer in the Dark Woods.]  

 

[Atohk speaks with Kyn’ae and they learn that the ruins he was 

excavating in the Swamp had the same markings as the ones she was 

describing. “A triangle that fit into smaller triangles flipping back 

and forth between upright and upsidedown.” He had found a map inside 

leading to an Island beyond the Silver Sea. He could follow the path if 

he only knew the location of the city on the map. Atlen.]  

 

[They are chased into the Crystal Sea by the Dark Caravan who are 

trying to capture the Grottan for the Emperor. Gix keeps seeing 

creatures who seem to be following them. More of the party begin to see 

the beings in bright cloaks appearing and disappearing on the horizon – 

watching them! Dousan Gelflings with crystalweave cloaks. They become 

lost and are almost out of water and then a group of the cloaked beings 

descend upon them just before Kyn’ae feints from heat and thirst.] 

  



Chapter 6 – The Seventh of the Seven 

 

 

 

 

[Found by the Dousan clan, the group wakes up to see that Atohk 

is missing. There is food and water and they are not restrained but 

they are inside a room with no doors or windows. They start looking for 

seams in the walls but then the far wall opens wide like a mouth and 

some of the robed beings enter with Atohk by their side. The Dousan 

shaman had recognized the Grottan Gelfling, Atohk, and they shared in a 

knowledge blending ritual. It illuminates the importance of the quest 

they are on. The silent Dousans aid the group in helping to get through 

the Crystal Sea and send Oster along to join their quest as ambassador 

for the Dousan. Atohk and the group journey through ancient underground 

walkways that speak of “the three who guard Atlen”. Kyn’ae translates a 

hieroglyph that reads “torn apart bled together”. The walkways lead 

them to the Sifa city on the coast, Ateppa, where they look for the 

seventh of their Seven. They need to find a ship as well and none of 

the Sifa sailors are willing to allow such a mismatched group of 

Gelflings from boarding their ship. Atohk learns of a pirate named 

Ar’qen. Ar’qen agrees to sail them to their destination. Atohk tells 

Ar’qen that they need the origin city or else the directions are 

useless.]  

 

  



Chapter 7 – the Quest for the Shape  

of the Sacred 

 

 

 

[Shortly into their voyage, they find an ancient temple with 

ritual smoke coming out of the ornate stones. They go to investigate 

and Atohk pushes that they must go there. He sees the smoke as 

something terrifying and the other Seven are feeling uneasy. “when I 

meet myself I shall die,” Atohk says in a low, somber voice. When the 

approach the temple with the ritual smoke they encounter three 

telepathic winged beings [photo 1 – Dza’ri (tsah-ree)] who test them 

before allowing them to continue their quest.] 

 

 

  



The Shape of the Sacred - Notes: 

Characters: 

 

The Seven of the Seven –  

 

Kyn’ae – (Keen-Ay) - clan Vapra (Alchemist) - Female 

  Motivation/Purpose: The new Alchemist of clan Vapra. Supposed to 

discover what the blight is. Searching for the Shape of the Sacred. 

Looking for purpose and importance and for recognition and respect. 

 

Jax – (Jaks) - clan Spriton (Warrior) - Male 

  Motivation/Purpose: Jax is a young Spriton who is discouraged 

to find how little the older Spriton’s care about the safety of his 

missing uncle, Rel. Jax steals the ceremonial Daggar of Absolom and 

leaves for the Swamp of Sog in search of Rel. The Daggar is glowing and 

humming which gets him in trouble with a huge monster who is already 

attacking a terrified Lurs’ik. Saves the Lurs’ik, Brok, and together 

they search. They find Atohk in the ruins of a city in the Swamp. They 

find Rel who is almost completely drained of essence. They are ambushed 

by a tribe of Lurs’ik. [Photo 2 – Lurs’ik] Joins with Kyn’ae and Atohk 

and find Aughra in the mountains. 

 

Oster – (Awst-ur) - clan Dousan (Shaman) - Female 

  Like all Dousan – she doesn’t speak for the whole novel. Atohk 

says: “Words are just traps for ideas. Those who know, know so do not 

speak.”  

 

Ar’qen – (R-ken) - clan Sifa (Sailor) - Female 

  Wants to see them all individually before allowing them onto her 

ship. Atohk [beforehand] – “The answer is four. And four is how many.” 

Ar’qen – “I refuse to allow anyone aboard who doesn’t know the number 

of their fingers.” Atohk has a gold coin that he hid underneath his 

tongue to give to Ar’qen as payment.  

 

Atohk (Ah-talk) - clan Grotton (Monk/Hermit) - Male 



  Living as a hermit. Researching/Meditating/Observing in solitude. 

(Has been living in the Swamp of Sog uncovering the ruins of an ancient 

Gelfling civilization from before the 2nd Great Conjunction.) “When I 

meet myself, I shall die”. 

 

Qi’at (Kee-Aht) - clan Woodland (Healer) - Female 

  An exceptional Firca player, poet, and musician, Qi’at was in the 

Dark Woods adventuring and experiencing the woods for inspiration for 

her art. She had a dream that she would find her purpose in the Dark 

Woods. She and Jax stop the violence with an Armistace between the 

Spritons and the Woodlands. She finds the meaning to her dream. 

 

Gix – (Gicks) - clan Drenchen (Summoner) - Female 

  People automatically treat her as a male because of her Drenchen 

appearance. It is only revealed much later that she is in fact a female 

Gelfling [because she has wings and uses them to save Ar’qen! She’d 

been saying she was a guy because of the way guys treat her when they 

think she’s actually a man. “Better than being treated with repulsion,” 

– Gix. Ar’qen helps her become happy with herself because of her 

creative ability. Picks up Firca really quickly and shows herself to be 

very expressive and a vibrant identity hiding behind what she felt she 

was supposed to feel towards herself as a female Drenchen.] 

 

  



The Shape of the Sacred - Notes: 

Other Characters: 

 

Rel (rel) - Once the heroic Spriton champion, the Blue Knight, he has 

become a feeble old man who still clings to the glory of the memory of 

old wars. As the blight nears he takes it upon himself to do something 

about it. He goes out to the Swamp of Sog to find his armour and once 

again return as the Blue Knight. 

 

Brok (b’rock) – a Lursk’i who is indebted to Jax and vows a life debt 

to him. He is left behind with Rel at Aughra’s observatory when Jax and 

the others go on to assemble their Seven of the Seven. 

 

skekTek (skeck-teck) – a master of technology, skekTek’s twisted 

thirst for knowledge makes him one of the most frightening and 

dangerous of all Skeksis. Expert of crystalline technology. Inventor of 

essence extraction.* [*taken word for word from the 

GelflingGathering.pdf] 
 

urYa / skekYi (the twins) (er-yah / skeck-yee)[the first pair 

to die after the urSkeks split] – they have disappeared from Thra but 

their true location and fate remain unknown. Their last confirmed 

sighting was when they left in search of the Cave of the Ancients. 

 

Dza’ri - The Three Brothers – Greater Sun, Rose Sun, Dying 

Sun of Thra. (The three telepathic winged beings are the 

representatives of the three suns of Thra) They inhabit the ancient 

city of Atlen where the Seven begins their quest. The three brothers 

separate the Seven into three different ages where they need to resolve 

or witness something that allows for harmony in all of the Ages.] 

[Temporal equilibrium with the other Ages to return as a stronger group 

so that the Seven can continue to the Island, and the Cave of the 

Ancients.] 

 



The Shape of the Sacred - Notes: 

Further Plot Ideas 

 

- The Three Brothers scatter the Seven across time.  

 

Time 1 / Plot 1: Jax [Spriton] and Qi’at [Woodland] end up being 

displaced into the middle of the [Spriton and Woodland War]. Jax 

discovers they’re at the Siege of Ebrie and he knows how to help 

because Rel, the Blue Knight, told him about this battle when he was a 

young boy. “You know, kid, ya kinda look like him!” Jax sees war for 

the first time and it’s worse than anything Rel had ever warned him 

about it. “He spoke nothing of the stage the scene was set, just the 

actors and the roles they played but not the scene. Not this scene.” 

Qi’at and Jax help bring about the Armistice that ended the fighting in 

the War. 

 

Time 2 / Plot 2: Kyn’ae [Vapra] the alchemist, and the mute shaman 

Oster [Dousan] are together. Kyn’ae is volatile and passionate and 

Oster is somber and controlled and peaceful. Kyn’ae is frustrated with 

Oster because she interprets as the Dousan’s silence as being 

ignorantly unhelpful and snobby. Oster is actually intentioned and 

purposeful about the decisions she makes. And gradually Kyn’ae learns 

not to be so impulsive [Almost a Red Fraggle and Mokey Fraggle type 

friendship arc] 

 

Time 3 / Plot 3: Ar’qen, [Sifi] the sailor, and Atohk [Grottan], the 

monk, and the summoner, Gix, [Drenchen] are together. Ar’qen turns out 

to be more sophisticated and level-headed than her reputation lets on. 

She discovers the reason she hides behind a persona and allows herself 

the be. Gix is also not what she seems. For most of their adventure she 

doesn’t correct characters when they refer to her as a man but she 

reveals her wings in order to save Ar’qen and she learns that Gix is a 

female Drenchen. Atohk comes face to face with his past and an 

agonizing choice he will be forced to make once again. [Comes in 

contact with himself and chooses to save his younger self but then dies 

himself and the youthful Atohk takes the elder’s place in the Seven. 

The older Atohk remembers this and is dreading the meeting for he knows 



that “when I meet myself I shall die” He keeps saying that but no one 

knows what it means, but he knows what’s coming and that he must 

sacrifice himself for his younger self to take his place among the 

Seven just like he had when an older version of himself had saved him 

from death and perished himself. 

 

Present Time / Plot 4: Aughra rejuvenates Rel so he is restored back to 

the youthfulness he had when he was the Blue Knight [temporarily]. 

Jax’s companion, Brok, begins working together with Rel. Aughra learns 

about a name, Rian, while she is in the world in-between. Rel and Brok 

are told to seek out Rian and bring him to the Crystal Castle. Brok 

[the banished Lurs’ik] must convince the Gelflings to help them. He 

brings the Spritons the inert Daggar of Absolom. Instead of welcoming 

Brok, they think he murdered Jax and Rel and the Order plans to execute 

him for his crimes. Rel returns as the Blue Knight in full armour, and 

they are overcome with awe. *he had to go retrieve his armour from the 

Swamp of Sog, which was why he was missing in the first place when Jax 

to have to go find him.] Slowly through his adventure he’s noticing how 

he’s aging and the rejuvenation is wearing off and at the end he dies 

of old age in his Blue Knight armour but he dies saving a Woodland 

Gelfling from death. 

 

The Shape of the Sacred: - Once all three fractions of the Seven return 

from their respective Ages they are allowed to know the true location 

of Atlen where the map originates and they sail off in search of the 

Island, and the Cave of the Ancients. 
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Concept Art 

Dza’ri [Photo 1] /  
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and the R’ton (ar-tawn) monster [Photo 3]  
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